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Abstract—Manycore processors, with tens to hundreds of tiny
cores but no hardware-based cache coherence, can offer tremendous peak throughput on highly parallel programs while being
complexity and energy efﬁcient. Manycore processors can be
combined with a few high-performance big cores for executing
operating systems, legacy code, and serial regions. These systems use heterogeneous cache coherence (HCC) with hardwarebased cache coherence between big cores and software-centric
cache coherence between tiny cores. Unfortunately, programming these heterogeneous cache-coherent systems to enable collaborative execution is challenging, especially when considering
dynamic task parallelism. This paper seeks to address this challenge using a combination of light-weight software and hardware techniques. We provide a detailed description of how to
implement a work-stealing runtime to enable dynamic task parallelism on heterogeneous cache-coherent systems. We also propose direct task stealing (DTS), a new technique based on userlevel interrupts to bypass the memory system and thus improve
the performance and energy efﬁciency of work stealing. Our
results demonstrate that executing dynamic task-parallel applications on a 64-core system (4 big, 60 tiny) with complexityeffective HCC and DTS can achieve: 7× speedup over a single big core; 1.4× speedup over an area-equivalent eight bigcore system with hardware-based cache coherence; and 21%
better performance and similar energy efﬁciency compared to a
64-core system (4 big, 60 tiny) with full-system hardware-based
cache coherence.

based cache coherence protocol remains an active area of
research [6, 14, 23, 25, 45, 48, 74, 75]. Another approach
to continue increasing the number of cores in manycore
systems is to sidestep hardware-based cache coherence and
adopt software-centric cache coherence [17, 35, 58, 69, 70],
software-managed scratchpad memory [5, 36], and/or message passing without shared memory [37]. Manycore processors without hardware cache coherence have been fabricated
both in industry (e.g., 1024-core Adapteva Epiphany-V [51])
and academia (e.g., 511-core Celerity [20], 1000-core KiloCore [13]). By moving away from hardware-based cache
coherence, these processors achieve exceptional theoretical
throughput and energy efﬁciency (due to their massive core
count), with relatively simple hardware. However, they have
not been widely adopted because of challenges posed to software developers.
Programmers expect to use familiar CPU programming
models, especially ones that support dynamic task-based parallelism, such as Intel Cilk Plus [31], Intel Threading Building Blocks (TBB) [32], and OpenMP [4, 52]. These programming models allow parallel tasks to be generated and
mapped to hardware dynamically through a software runtime. They can express a wide range of parallel patterns,
provide automatic load balancing, and improve portability
for legacy code [46]. Unfortunately, manycore processors
without hardware-based cache coherence require programmers to explicitly manage data coherence among private
caches/memories and adopt a more restricted programming
model, such as explicit task partitioning [35], message passing [51], or remote store programming [20]. The difﬁcult
programming model is arguably the primary reason why
manycore processors without hardware-based cache coherence have not yet been widely accepted.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Parallelism and specialization are currently the two major techniques used to turn the increasing number of transistors provided by Moore’s law into performance. While hardware specialization has demonstrated its strength in certain
domains (e.g., GPUs for data parallelism and accelerators for
deep learning), general multi-threaded applications are still
better suited for multi-core processors. Hardware architects
have relied on parallelism to improve the performance of processors for several decades, and the trend of increasing processor core count is likely to continue. There has been a
growing interest in using a manycore approach which integrates tens or hundreds of relatively simple cores into a system to further increase hardware parallelism. Examples of
manycore processors include the 72-core Intel Knights Landing [65], 64-core Tilera TILE64 [7], and 25-core Piton [47].
The manycore approach has demonstrated its potential in
achieving high throughput and energy efﬁciency per unit area
for multi-threaded workloads.
Hardware designers have realized that an unoptimized
hardware-based cache coherence protocol (e.g., directorybased MESI and its variants) is difﬁcult to scale due to directory state storage overhead, network latency overhead,
as well as design and veriﬁcation complexity. Designing
a performance-, complexity-, and area-scalable hardware-
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Furthermore, existing manycore processors without hardware cache coherence are generally used as a discrete coprocessor, living in a separate memory space from the
main general-purpose processor (i.e., host processor). Enabling efﬁcient collaborative execution between the host and
the manycore processor requires signiﬁcant effort to bridge
the gap between their disparate programming models and
hide the data ofﬂoading latency [66]. Recent work in heterogeneous cache coherence (HCC) has demonstrated that
hardware-based cache coherence protocols can be seamlessly
and efﬁciently integrated with software-centric cache coherence protocols on chip in a uniﬁed memory address space [3].
While HCC solves the issue of data ofﬂoading by tightly integrating the host and the manycore, the programming model
challenge remains to be addressed.
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pose a direct task stealing technique to improve performance
and energy efﬁciency of dynamic task-parallel applications
on manycore processors with HCC; and (3) we provide a detailed cycle-level evaluation on our technique.
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This section provides a background of several cache coherence protocols, HCC, and dynamic task parallelism. We
ﬁrst characterize four representative hardware-based and
software-centric coherence protocols. We then describe
some existing work on HCC systems. Lastly, we provide a
brief overview of dynamic task parallelism exempliﬁed by
TBB/Cilk-like programming models.
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A. Hardware-Based and Software-Centric Coherence
Figure 1. Block Diagram of a big.TINY Manycore System with
HCC. T = in-order high efﬁciency tiny core; B = out-of-order high
performance (big) core; R = on-chip interconnect router; L1s = private L1 cache with software-centric cache coherence; L1h = L1
cache with hardware-based cache coherence; DIR = directory; L2 =
shared L2 cache bank; MC = main memory controller.

There are two types of cache coherence protocols:
hardware-based and software-centric. In hardware-based
protocols, data coherence among private caches is handled completely by hardware and transparent to software.
General-purpose processors usually support hardware-based
cache coherence protocols since they are easier to program.
In contrast, in software-centric protocols, software is in
charge of enforcing the coherence of shared data among private caches. Software-centric cache coherence protocols are
relatively simple to implement in hardware but require more
effort from software programmers.
We use a similar taxonomy described in previous work [3]
to categorize four representative coherence protocols: MESI,
DeNovo [69], GPU-WT, and GPU-WB. A cache coherence
protocol can be described using three properties: stale invalidation, dirty propagation, and write granularity. The stale
invalidation property deﬁnes how and when stale data in a
private cache is invalidated so that a read of the data returns
its most up-to-date version. There are two ways to initiate an
invalidation of stale data: writer-initiated and reader-initiated.
In the ﬁrst approach, a writer invalidates existing copies of
the target data in all private caches prior to writing the data.
This approach is used by hardware-based coherence protocols. The other approach is called reader-initiated: a reader
invalidates potentially stale data in its private cache before it
reads the data. The dirty propagation property deﬁnes how
and when dirty data becomes visible to other private caches.
Some coherence protocols track which private cache owns
dirty data, so that the owner can propagate the data to readers. This strategy is called ownership dirty propagation. Both
MESI and DeNovo take this strategy to propagate dirty data.
In contrast, GPU-WB and GPU-WT do not track the ownership of dirty data. Instead, they rely on the writer to write
back dirty data. Writes can either be immediately sent to
the shared cache (i.e., write-through), or the dirty data can
be written back later using a special ﬂush instruction. Lastly,
the write granularity property deﬁnes the unit size of data at
which writes are performed and the ownership of cache lines
is managed.
We summarize the four coherence protocols, MESI, DeNovo, GPU-WT, and GPU-WB, in Table I. These differences represent some fundamental design trade-offs between

In this work, we attempt to address the software challenges
of manycore processors with HCC by offering a TBB/Cilklike programming model with a work-stealing runtime. In addition, we propose direct-task stealing (DTS), a light-weight
hardware mechanism based on inter-processor user-level interrupts, to improve the performance and energy efﬁciency of
dynamic task-parallel applications on HCC. We apply our approach to a big.TINY manycore architecture with HCC (see
Figure 1), which consists of a few high-performance (big)
cores with hardware-based cache coherence, and many simple (tiny) cores with software-centric cache coherence. Our
approach allows dynamic task-parallel applications written
for popular programming frameworks, such as Intel Cilk Plus
and Intel TBB, to work collaboratively on both the big cores
and the tiny cores without fundamental changes. In Section II, we provide a general background on HCC and workstealing runtimes. In Section III, we describe in detail how
to implement a work-stealing runtime, the core component of
dynamic task-parallel frameworks, on HCC. In Section IV,
we describe the direct-task stealing technique to address inherent overheads in HCC. We also explain how DTS enables
some important optimizations in the work-stealing runtime to
improve performance and energy efﬁciency. In Section V,
we use a cycle-level evaluation methodology to demonstrate
the potential of our approach. We show that our techniques applied to a 64-core big.TINY system (4 big, 60 tiny)
with complexity-effective HCC running 13 TBB/Cilk-like
dynamic task-parallel applications can achieve: 7× speedup
over a single big core; 1.4× speedup over an area-equivalent
eight big-core system with hardware-based cache coherence;
and 21% better performance and similar energy efﬁciency
compared to an optimistic big.TINY system (4 big, 60 tiny)
with full-system hardware-based cache coherence.
The contributions of this work are: (1) we provide, to the
best of our knowledge, the ﬁrst detailed description on how
to implement work-stealing runtimes for HCC; (2) we pro-
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TABLE I. C LASSIFICATION OF C ACHE C OHERENCE P ROTOCOLS
Who initiates How is dirty data
invalidation? propagated?

Write
Granularity

MESI

Writer

Owner, Write-Back

Line

DeNovo

Reader

Owner, Write-Back

Word/Line

Protocol

GPU-WT Reader

No-Owner, Write-Through Word

GPU-WB Reader

No-Owner, Write-Back

tasks and dependencies among tasks are generated at runtime. Tasks are dynamically assigned to available threads.
The most common computation model for dynamic task parallelism is the fork-join model, which was initially used by
MIT Cilk [11] and was later popularized by many modern
programming frameworks, including Intel Cilk Plus [31, 42],
Intel TBB [32, 56], and others [15, 61]. Fork-join parallelism
refers to a way of specifying parallel execution of a program:
the program’s control ﬂow diverges (forks) into two or more
ﬂows that can be executed in parallel (but not necessarily);
and then these control ﬂows join into a single ﬂow after they
are ﬁnished. A task can fork by creating two or more parallel tasks, which is referred to as spawning tasks. The created tasks are called the child tasks (or simply children); the
spawning task becomes the parent tasks of its children. The
parent task waits until its children completes so that the children can join the parent. This model can serve as a basis
to express many complex parallel patterns, including divideand-conquer, parallel loop, reduction, and nesting [56].
In programming frameworks with the fork-join model, parallel execution is realized by a runtime system using the workstealing algorithm [12]. In work-stealing runtimes, each
thread is associated with a task queue data structure to store
tasks that are available for execution. The task queue is a
double-ended queue (deque). When a task spawns a child
task, it enqueues the child on to the task queue of the executing thread. When a thread is available, it ﬁrst attempts to
dequeue a task from its own deque in last-in-ﬁrst-out (LIFO)
order from one end. If the thread’s own deque is empty, it
tries to steal a task from another thread’s deque in ﬁrst-inﬁrst-out (FIFO) order from the other end. The thread that
steals becomes a thief, and the thread whose tasks are stolen
becomes a victim. When a parent task is waiting for its children to join, the thread executing the parent can steal from
other threads. This algorithm thus automatically balances the
workload across threads. It leads to better locality and helps
establish time and space bounds [12, 24].

Word

hardware-based and software-centric coherence protocols. In
hardware-based protocols, the single-writer multiple-reader
(SWMR) invariance [67] is enforced. With the SWMR property, hardware-based coherence protocols are transparent to
software, i.e., software can assume there is no cache at all.
However, it requires additional hardware complexity, including communication and storage overheads (e.g., extra invalidation trafﬁc, transient coherence states, and directory storage). On the other hand, software-centric protocols (such
as DeNovo, GPU-WT, and GPU-WB) suffer less from these
overheads: by using the reader-initiated stale invalidation
strategy, these protocols do not need to track all readers of a
particular cache line, saving both communication trafﬁc in the
interconnection network and directory storage. Neither GPUWT nor GPU-WB requires tracking ownership for writes.
DeNovo is a design point between MESI and GPU-WB/GPUWT: it uses ownership dirty propagation (like MESI) to potentially improve performance of writes and atomic memory operations (AMO); and it uses reader-initiated stale invalidation (like GPU-WB/GPU-WT) to reduce the invalidation overhead. However, software-centric coherence protocols push the complexity into software. Software needs to issue invalidation and/or ﬂush requests at appropriate times to
ensure coherence. GPU-WT and GPU-WB may also suffer
from slower AMO performance. AMOs have to be handled
in a globally shared cache, since private caches do not have
ownership.
B. Heterogeneous Cache Coherence
Previous studies have explored different ways to integrate multiple coherence protocols into a heterogeneous
cache-coherent system to serve a diversity of coherence requirements. IBM Coherent Accelerator Processor Interface
(CAPI) provides a coherent MESI-based proxy interface for
accelerators (e.g., FPGAs) to communicate with generalpurpose processors through a shared last-level cache and directory [68]. Power et al. proposed a directory-based approach to maintain data coherence between a CPU and GPU
at a coarse granularity (i.e., group of cache lines) [53]. Spandex [3] is a recent proposal on providing a general coherence
interface implemented in a shared last-level cache to coordinate different coherence protocols, where different protocols
interact with the interface through their own translation units.

III. I MPLEMENTING W ORK -S TEALING RUNTIMES
ON H ETEROGENEOUS C ACHE C OHERENCE
This section gives a detailed description of our approach to
implement a work-stealing runtime for HCC. We ﬁrst show
a baseline runtime for hardware-based cache coherence with
a TBB/Cilk-like programming model. We then describe our
implementation for heterogeneous cache coherence. We conclude this section with a qualitative analysis of the implications of HCC on work-stealing runtime systems.
A. Programming Example
We use the application programming interface (API) of Intel TBB to demonstrate our programming model (see Figure 2). Tasks are described by C++ classes derived from a
base class, task, which has a virtual execute() method.
Programmers override the execute() method to deﬁne the
execution body of the task. Scheduling a new task is done by
calling the spawn(task* t) function. Tasks are synchronized using the wait() function. The reference count tracks

C. Programming Models for Dynamic Task Parallelism
Task parallelism is a style of parallel programming where
the workload is divided into tasks, units of computation, that
can be executed in parallel. In dynamic task parallelism,
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is executed, its parent’s reference count is atomically decremented (line 27). When the reference count reaches zero,
the parent task exits the scheduling loop and returns from
wait(). A thread also exits the scheduling loop when the
whole program is ﬁnished, and the main thread terminates all
other threads.

class FibTask : public task {
public:
long* sum;
int n;

5

FibTask( int _n, long* _sum ) : n(_n), sum(_sum) {}

6
7

void execute() {
if ( n < 2 ) {
*sum = n;
return;
}
long x, y;
FibTask a( n - 1, &x );
FibTask b( n - 2, &y );
this->reference_count = 2;
task::spawn( &a );
task::spawn( &b );
task::wait( this );
*sum = x + y;
}

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

}

C. Supporting Shared Task Queues on HCC
A task queue is a data structure shared by all threads. On
processors with hardware-based cache coherence protocols, a
per-deque lock implemented using atomic read-modify-write
operations is sufﬁcient for implementing proper synchronization (see lines 2, 4, 9, 11, 21, 23 of Figure 3(a)). On processors with heterogeneous cache coherence, where some private caches use software-centric cache coherence protocols,
additional coherence operations are required. Before a thread
can access a task queue, in addition to acquiring the lock for
mutual exclusion, all clean data in the private cache of the
executing thread needs to be invalidated to prevent reading
stale data. After a thread ﬁnishes accessing a task queue,
in addition to releasing the lock, all dirty data needs to be
written back (ﬂushed) to the shared cache so that the data
becomes visible to other threads. Figure 3(b) shows an implementation of spawn and wait for HCC protocols. We add
an invalidate instruction following the lock acquire (e.g.,
lines 3 and 13), and a flush instruction before the lock release (e.g., lines 15 and 29). Note that not all protocols require invalidate and flush. On private caches with DeNovo, flush is not required because it uses an ownership staleinvalidation strategy (see Table I). With DeNovo, flush can
be treated as no-op. MESI protocol requires neither flush or
invalidate, so both are treated as no-ops.

(a) fib using spawn() and wait()

long fib( int n ) {
if ( n < 2 ) return n;
long x, y;
parallel_invoke(
[&] { x = fib( n - 1 ); },
[&] { y = fib( n - 2 ); }
);
return (x + y);
}

(b) fib using parallel_invoke

1
2
3
4
5

void vvadd( int a[], int b[], int dst[], int n ) {
parallel_for( 0, n, [&]( int i ) {
dst[i] = a[i] + b[i];
});
}

(c) vector-vector add using parallel_for

D. Supporting Task-Stealing on HCC
Adding proper invalidate and/or flush instructions
along with per-deque locks ensures all task queues deques
are coherent on HCC systems. However, user-level data
needs to be coherent as well. Fortunately, the TBB programming model we use is structured by the DAG consistency model [10]. Informally speaking, the DAG consistency
model means data sharing only exists between a parent task
and its child task(s). To observe the DAG consistency, there
are two requirements that the runtime system must fulﬁll:
(1) child tasks need to see the latest values produced by their
parent; and (2) a parent task needs to see all values produced
by its children after the wait(). There is no synchronization
between sibling tasks required because sibling tasks from the
same parent must be data-race-free with regard to each other.
This property allows us to correctly implement work-stealing
runtimes on HCC without requiring changes in the user code.
When a parent task spawns child tasks, the flush after the
enqueue (see Figure 3(b), line 5) ensures data written by the
parent task is visible to its child tasks, even if the children are
stolen and executed by another thread. For requirement (2),
the parent task needs to invalidate data in its own cache,
in case any children are stolen and the parent may have stale
data (line 40). Moreover, a thread needs to invalidate and
flush before and after executing a stolen task respectively

Figure 2. Task-Based Parallel Programs – A simple example for calculating the Fibonancci number using two different APIs: (a) a lowlevel API with explicit calls to spawn and wait; and (b) a high-level
API with a generic templated parallel_invoke pattern. (c) shows
an alternative generic templated parallel_for pattern.

the number of unﬁnished children. When a parent task executes wait(), the execution of the parent task stalls until all
of its children are ﬁnished. In addition to low-level APIs (e.g.,
spawn, wait), programmers can use higher-level templated
functions that support various parallel patterns. For example,
programmers can use parallel_for for parallel loops and
parallel_invoke for divide-and-conquer.
B. Baseline Work-Stealing Runtime
Figure 3(a) shows an implementation, similar to Intel TBB,
of the spawn and wait functions for hardware-based cache
coherence. spawn pushes a task pointer onto the current
thread’s task deque, and wait causes the current thread to
enter a scheduling loop. Inside the scheduling loop, a thread
ﬁrst checks if there is any task in its own deque. If so, it
dequeues a task, in LIFO order, from its local deque to execute (lines 9–16). If there is none left in the local deque,
the current thread becomes a thief and attempts to steal tasks
from another thread in FIFO order (lines 19–28). When a task
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void task::spawn( task* t ) {
tq[tid].lock_aq()
tq[tid].enq(t)
tq[tid].lock_rl()
}

6
7
8
9
10
11

2
3
4
5
6

void task::wait( task* p ) {
while ( p->rc > 0 ) {
tq[tid].lock_aq()
task* t = tq[tid].deq()
tq[tid].lock_rl()

7

if (t) {
t->execute()
amo_sub( t->p->rc, 1 )
}

13
14
15
16
17

void task::spawn( task* t ) {
tq[tid].lock_aq()
cache_invalidate()
tq[tid].enq(t)
cache_flush()
tq[tid].lock_rl()
}

8
9
10

13
14
15
16

void task::wait( task* p ) {
while ( amo_or( p->rc, 0 ) > 0 ) {

19
20

18
19
20

tq[vid].lock_aq()
t = tq[vid].steal()
tq[vid].lock_rl()

21
22
23
24

21

24

if (t) {
t->execute()
amo_sub( t->p->rc, 1 )
}

25
26
27
28

}

29

}

30

}

(a) Hardware-Based Cache Coherence

27
28
29
30

33
34
35

5
6
7

9

void task::wait( task* p ) {
int rc = p->rc
while ( rc > 0 ) {

10

uli_disable()
task* t = tq[tid].deq()
uli_enable()

12
13
14

if (t) {
t->execute()
if ( t->p->has_stolen_child )
amo_sub( t->p->rc, 1 )
else
t->p->rc -= 1
}

15
16

18
19
20
21

else {
int vid = choose_victim()

23
24
25

tq[vid].lock_aq()
cache_invalidate()
t = tq[vid].steal()
cache_flush()
tq[vid].lock_rl()

31
32

4

22

else {
int vid = choose_victim()

25
26

3

void task::spawn( task* t ) {
uli_disable()
tq[tid].enq(t)
uli_enable()
}

17

if (t) {
t->execute()
amo_sub( t->p->rc, 1 )
}

22
23

2

11

tq[tid].lock_aq()
cache_invalidate()
task* t = tq[tid].deq()
cache_flush()
tq[tid].lock_rl()

17

else {
int vid = choose_victim()

18

1

8

11
12

12

31

1

uli_send_req(vid)
t = read_stolen_task(tid)

26
27
28

if (t) {
cache_invalidate()
t->execute()
cache_flush()
amo_sub( t->p->rc, 1 )
}

29
30
31

if (t) {
cache_invalidate()
t->execute()
cache_flush()
amo_sub( t->p->rc, 1 )
}

Figure 3. Work-Stealing Runtime
36
Implementations – Pseudocode of spawn
37
and wait functions for: (a) hardware-based
38
}
39
cache coherence; (b) heterogeneous cache
}
40
cache_invalidate()
coherence; and (c) direct-task stealing.
41 }
p = parent task pointer; t = current task
pointer; rc = reference count; tid =
(b) Heterogeneous Cache Coherence
worker thread id; lock_aq =
acquire lock; lock_rl = release lock; tq = array of task queues with one per worker thread;
enq = enqueue on tail of task queue; deq = dequeue from tail of task queue, returns 0 if
empty; choose_victim = random victim selection; vid = victim id; steal = dequeue from
head of task queue; amo_or = atomic fetch-and-or; amo_sub = atomic fetch-and-sub;
cache_flush = ﬂush all dirty data in cache (no-op on MESI, DeNovo, and GPU-WT);
cache_invalidate = invalidate all clean data in cache (no-op on MESI); uli_disable =
disable servicing ULI; uli_enable = enable servicing ULI; uli_send_req = send ULI
request message and wait for response, calls uli_handler on receiver; uli_send_resp =
send ULI response message; read_stolen_task = read stolen task from per-thread
mailbox; write_stolen_task = store the stolen task into mailbox.

32
33
34

}

35
36

if ( p->has_stolen_child )
rc = amo_or( p->rc, 0 )
else
rc = p->rc

37
38
39
40

}

41
42

if ( p->has_stolen_child )
cache_invalidate()

43
44
45

}

46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

void uli_handler( int thief_id ) {
task* t = tq[tid].deq()
if (t)
t->p->has_stolen_child = 1
write_stolen_task( thief_id, t )
cache_flush()
uli_send_resp( thief_id )
}

(c) Direct Task-Stealing

Atomic operations may be slower. DeNovo uses the ownership dirty-propagation strategy, so the AMOs can be performed in private caches in the same way as MESI. However,
GPU-WT and GPU-WB require AMOs to be performed at
the shared cache, increasing the latency per operation.

(lines 33 and 35), because the parent task is executed on a
different thread (the victim thread).
E. HCC Performance Impacts
In this section, we qualitatively discuss the performance
impacts of HCC on work-stealing runtimes. We defer the
quantitative characterization to Section VI.
Reader-initiated invalidation strategy degrades performance in all three software-centric cache coherence protocols (i.e., DeNovo, GPU-WT, and GPU-WB) due to more
cache misses. Every spawn and wait causes the executing
thread to invalidate all data in the private cache, causing later
reads to experience more cache misses.

Flushing is inefﬁcient. DeNovo and GPU-WT do not need
flush operations. GPU-WB, on the other hand, requires an
explicit flush at every spawn, as well as after executing every stolen task. Writing back an entire private cache to the
shared cache may require a signiﬁcant amount of time and
memory trafﬁc, depending on the amount of data being written back.
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Fine-grained tasks may exacerbate all of the above
problems. Performance impacts discussed above are directly
related to the task granularity. Finer-grained applications
have many small tasks, and thus require a large number of
AMOs, invalidations, and ﬂushes. Therefore, HCC is expected to have more severe performance impacts on applications with ﬁne-grained tasks.

task queues. Accesses to task queues are kept mutually exclusive, by requiring a thread to disable ULI when it operates on its task deque (line 11). Work-stealing runtimes
on HCC without DTS require every deque access, including
ones made to a thread’s own task deque, to have a pair of
invalidate and flush (associated with lock acquire and
release respectively, as in line 27 and 29 of Figure 3(b)). In
work-stealing runtimes with DTS, accessing task queues no
longer incurs cache invalidations or ﬂushs since task queues
are private. DTS reduces cache misses on HCC caused by
cache invalidation and ﬂush, and thus improves performance
and reduces memory trafﬁc.

IV. D IRECT TASK S TEALING
In this section, we propose a hardware technique called
direct task stealing (DTS) to improve the performance of
work-stealing runtimes on HCC. DTS leverages the following properties of work-stealing runtimes: (1) when parallelism is sufﬁcient, the number of steals is relatively small
compared to the number of local task enqueues and dequeues [12,24]; and (2) for a steal, synchronization is only
required between a victim thread and a thief thread, not
among all threads. As we have mentioned in the previous section, work-stealing may incur signiﬁcant overhead in
terms of performance and memory trafﬁc on HCC. DTS addresses this issue by allowing tasks to be stolen directly using
user-level interrupts (described below), rather than indirectly
through shared memory.

C. Optimizations to Reduce Parent-Child Synchronization
DTS offers an opportunity to further reduce synchronization cost for work stealing on HCC using software optimizations. In work-stealing runtimes without DTS, it is difﬁcult
to asses whether a task is actually stolen, since work stealing happens implicitly through shared memory. Without this
information, a runtime must conservatively assume all tasks
can potentially be stolen, and the runtime must always ensure
proper synchronization between parent and child tasks. For
example, the reference count in each task always needs to be
updated using AMOs (Figure 3(b), line 20), and a parent task
always invalidates its cache before returning from wait function in case of any of its children has been stolen (Figure 3(b),
line 40).
DTS enables the runtime to track whether a task has
been stolen and avoid synchronization entirely when a task
is not stolen. This is particularly important to cache coherence protocols where ﬂush (e.g., GPU-WB) or AMOs
(e.g., GPU-WT and GPU-WB) are expensive. To track
whether a task has been stolen, we add an auxiliary variable (has_stolen_child) to each task, indicating whether
at least one of its child tasks has been stolen (Figure 3(c),
line 37). Before sending the stolen task to the thief in the
ULI handler, the victim sets has_stolen_child to true (line
50). The has_stolen_child variable is only accessed by
the thread running the parent task, and thus can be modiﬁed
with a regular load and store instead of an AMO.
According to the DAG-consistency model, if a child task
is not stolen (i.e., has_stolen_child is false), it is not necessary to make its writes visible to other threads. Because
its parent, the only task that needs to read these writes, is
executed on the same thread as the child. A flush is only
required when a task is actually stolen (Figure 3(c), line 51),
instead of after each enqueue operation (Figure 3(b), line 5).
If there are considerably more local enqueues and dequeues
than steals, which is the common case when there is sufﬁcient parallelism, DTS can signiﬁcantly reduce the number
of flush. Furthermore, if no child task has been stolen, it
is unnecessary to perform an invalidation at the end of
wait(); the parent task cannot possibly read stale data, since
all of its child tasks are executed on the same thread as itself
(Figure 3(c), line 43). Finally, if no child of a parent task
is stolen, it is not necessary to update the parent’s reference
count using AMOs (line 20 and 40). Instead, the reference

A. Implementing Direct Task Stealing
A user-level interrupt (ULI) is a short, light-weight interprocessor interrupt. ULI is included in modern instructionset architectures (ISA) such as RISC-V [18, 57]. Like regular
interrupts, user-level interrupts are handled asynchronously,
and can be enabled and disabled on the receiving core by software. When a core has ULI enabled, and receives an ULI, its
current executing thread is suspended, and the core jumps to
a software-speciﬁed ULI handler. The only difference between ULI and regular interrupts is that ULIs are handled
completely in user mode. The cost of handling an ULI is
similar to regular context switching, minus the overheads associated with privilege mode changing.
Figure 3(c) shows an implementation of a work-stealing
runtime with DTS. DTS uses ULI to perform work-stealing:
when a thread attempts to steal a task, it sends a ULI to the
victim thread (line 26). If the victim has ULI enabled, execution of the victim is redirected to a handler (lines 47–53). In
the handler, the victim accesses its own task deque, retrieves
a task, and sends the task to the thief through shared memory. The victim also sends an ACK message to the thief as a
ULI response. With DTS, the victim steals tasks on behalf of
the thief. If the victim has ULI disabled, a NACK message is
replied to the thief. In the rest of this section, we discuss why
DTS can help reduce the overheads of work-stealing runtimes
on HCC.
B. Optimizations to Reduce Task Queue Synchronization
DTS reduces the synchronization cost associated with task
stealing on HCC. With DTS, task queues are no longer shared
data structures. A task queue is only accessed by its owner, either for local accesses, or for steals through ULI. DTS therefore eliminates the need of synchronization (i.e., locks) on
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count can be treated as a local variable, because updates to it
so far has been performed by the same thread.
In summary, DTS enables software optimizations to leverage properties of the DAG-consistency model in workstealing runtimes to further reduce the overheads (i.e., invalidation, ﬂush, and AMO) of work-stealing runtimes on HCC.

TABLE II. S IMULATOR C ONFIGURATION
Tiny Core

RISC-V ISA (RV64GC), single-issue, in-order,
single-cycle execute for non-memory inst. L1 cache:
1-cycle, 2-way, 4KB L1I and 4KB L1D,
software-centric coherence;

Big Core

RISC-V ISA (RV64GC), 4-way out-of-order,
16-entry LSQ, 128 Physical Reg. 128-entry ROB. L1
cache: 1-cycle, 2-way, 64KB L1I and 64KB L1D,
hardware-based coherence;

L2 Cache

Shared, 8-way, 8 banks, 512KB per bank, one bank
per mesh column, support heterogeneous cache
coherence;

OCN

8×8 mesh topology, XY routing, 16B per ﬂit,
1-cycle channel latency, 1-cycle router latency;

Main Memory

8 DRAM controllers per chip, one per mesh column.
16GB/s total bandwidth.

V. E VALUATION M ETHODOLOGY
In this section, we describe our cycle-level performance
modeling methodology used to quantitatively evaluate our
proposal.
A. Simulated Hardware
We model manycore systems with the gem5 cycle-level
simulator [9]. We implement HCC protocols described in
Section II using the Ruby memory modeling infrastructure.
We use Garnet 2.0 [2] to model on-chip interconnection networks (OCN). Our modeled systems have per-core private L1
caches and a shared banked L2 cache. All caches have a 64B
cache line size.
We use the shared L2 cache to integrate different cache coherence protocols, similar to Spandex [3]. The L2 cache supports different coherence request types required by the four
cache coherence protocols we study in this work. The L2
cache in the baseline MESI protocol is inclusive of L1 caches.
The L2 cache in HCC protocols is inclusive of MESI private
L1 caches only. The directory is embedded in the L2 cache
and has a precise sharer list for all MESI private L1 caches.
There is no additional directory latency.
We implement the inter-processor ULI in our simulated
manycore systems as speciﬁed by the RISC-V ISA [57]. We
model the ULI network as a mesh network with two virtual
channels (one for request and one for response to prevent
deadlock) using Ruby SimpleNetwork. We assume the ULI
network has a 1-cycle channel latency and a 1-cycle router
latency. We also model the buffering effect in the ULI network. Each ULI message is single-word long. Only one ULI
is allowed to be received by a core at any given time. We enhance each core with a simple hardware unit for sending and
receiving ULI. A ULI is sent by writing to a dedicated control register. The hardware unit on each core has one buffer
for requests and one buffer for responses. When the buffer is
full, the receiver sends a NACK to senders.
We conﬁgure a 64-core big.TINY system with four out-oforder high-performance big cores, and 60 in-order tiny cores.
A tiny core has a private L1 cache capacity of 4KB (i.e., 1/16
the capacity of a big core’s L1 cache). The big and tiny cores
are connected by an 8×8 on chip mesh network. Each column
of the mesh is connected to a L2 cache bank and a DRAM
controller. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of our simulated systems. Table II summarizes its key parameters.
We study the following big.TINY conﬁgurations:
big.TINY/MESI is a system where both big and tiny cores
are equipped with MESI hardware-based cache coherence;
big.TINY/HCC-dnv is a big.TINY system with HCC, where
big cores use MESI and tiny cores use DeNovo (DeNovoSync [69] variant); similarly, big.TINY/HCC-gwt and

big.TINY/HCC-gwb are HCC conﬁgurations with GPU-WT
and GPU-WB on the tiny cores, respectively. In addition,
we implement DTS proposed in Section IV on each HCC
conﬁguration. We refer to those conﬁgurations with DTS
as big.TINY/HCC-DTS-dnv, big.TINY/HCC-DTS-gwt, and
big.TINY/HCC-DTS-gwb.
As a comparison to our big.TINY conﬁgurations, we also
study a traditional multicore architecture with only big cores.
O3×1, O3×4, and O3×8 are conﬁgurations with one, four,
and eight big cores, respectively. We use CACTI [50] to
model the area of L1 caches. Our results show that a big
core’s 64KB L1 cache is 14.9× as large as a tiny core’s 4KB
L1 cache. Based on total L1 capacity and the CACTI results, we estimate that O3×8 has similar area to our 64-core
big.TINY conﬁgurations (4 big cores and 60 tiny cores).
Future manycore processors are likely to have hundreds to
thousands of cores. To overcome the challenge of simulation
speed with large systems, we use a weak scaling approach
to only simulate a piece of the envisioned large-scale manycore systems. We scale down the core count and the memory bandwidth to the 64-core system described in Table II.
We also choose moderate input dataset sizes with moderate
parallelism (see Table III). We attempt to make our results
representative of future manycore systems with more cores,
more memory bandwidth, and running proportionally larger
inputs. To validate our proposal in large systems, we also
select a subset of the application kernels and evaluate them
using larger datasets on a bigger 256-core big.TINY system.
B. Work-Stealing Runtime Systems
We implement three variations of a C++ library-based
work-stealing runtime described in Section III. We have compared the performance of our baseline runtime system for
hardware-based cache coherence (Figure 3(a)) to Intel Cilk
Plus and Intel TBB using applications we study in this paper
running natively on an 18-core Xeon E7-8867 v4 processor,
with dataset sizes appropriate for native execution. Our results show that our baseline work-stealing runtime has similar
performance to Intel TBB and Intel Cilk Plus.
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TABLE III. S IMULATED A PPLICATION K ERNELS
Cilkview

Speedup over Serial IO
b.T/

Name

Input

GS

PM

cilk5-cs
cilk5-lu
cilk5-mm
cilk5-mt
cilk5-nq
ligra-bc
ligra-bf
ligra-bfs
ligra-bfsbv
ligra-cc
ligra-mis
ligra-radii
ligra-tc

3000000
4096 ss
128
1 ss
256
32 ss
8000
256 ss
10
3 pf
rMat_100K
32 pf
rMat_200K
32 pf
rMat_800K
32 pf
rMat_500K
32 pf
rMat_500K
32 pf
rMat_100K
32 pf
rMat_200K
32 pf
rMat_200K
32 pf

DInst

Work

Span

Para

IPT

O3×1

456M
155M
124M
322M
100M
80M
151M
236M
152M
226M
183M
364M
286M

524M
170M
184M
416M
180M
129M
252M
351M
201M
278M
243M
437M
342M

0.9M
4.8M
0.4M
0.5M
0.7M
1.1M
1.2M
0.9M
0.7M
0.7M
1.3M
1.4M
1.0M

612.1
35.5
449.3
829.3
274.9
117.9
203.3
402.6
277.5
383.5
177.7
311.4
334.9

31.9K
6.5K
8.7K
135K
0.4K
0.4K
0.4K
0.5K
0.5K
0.6K
0.5K
0.7K
3.5K

1.65
2.48
11.38
5.71
1.57
2.05
1.80
2.23
1.91
3.00
2.43
2.80
1.49

4.92
9.46
11.76
19.70
3.87
6.29
5.36
6.23
6.17
9.11
7.70
8.17
4.99

2.56

7.26

geomean

O3×4 O3×8

MESI

Speedup over b.T/MESI
b.T/HCC

b.T/HCC-DTS

dnv

gwt

gwb

dnv

9.78
17.24
22.04
39.94
7.03
13.06
11.25
12.70
12.25
20.66
15.61
17.89
10.89

18.70 1.01
23.93 0.91
41.23 1.00
57.43 0.71
2.93 1.01
11.48 0.96
12.80 0.97
15.63 1.02
14.42 1.01
24.12 0.82
19.01 0.88
25.94 0.83
23.21 1.01

1.01
0.37
0.89
1.05
1.18
0.96
0.95
1.05
0.98
0.94
0.89
0.81
0.86

1.02
1.00
0.94
0.69
1.09
1.01
0.98
1.10
0.98
0.99
0.92
0.85
0.98

1.01 0.99
0.85 0.34
0.98 0.93
0.72 1.04
0.56 1.52
1.01 1.25
0.89 1.10
1.08 1.23
1.00 1.06
0.91 1.08
0.97 1.07
1.00 1.03
1.07 0.92

1.01
1.06
1.11
0.70
1.76
1.60
1.32
1.52
1.18
1.24
1.35
1.17
1.05

14.70

16.94

0.89

0.96

0.91

1.21

0.93

gwt gwb

1.00

Input = input dataset; GS = task granularity; PM = parallelization methods: pf = parallel_for and ss = recursive spawn-and-sync; DInsts =
dynamic instruction count in millions; Work = total number of x86 instructions; Span = number of x86 instructions on the critical path; Para =
logical parallelism, deﬁned as work divided by span; IPT = average number of instructions per task; Work, span, and IPT are analyzed by
Cilkview; b.T = big.TINY; HCC = heterogeneous cache coherence; dnv = DeNovo; gwt = GPU-WT; gwb = GPU-WB.

C. Benchmarks
We port 13 dynamic task-parallel applications from Cilk
v5.4.6 [24] and Ligra [62] to use our work-stealing runtime systems (see Table III).
We select applications
with varied parallelization methods: applications from Cilk
mainly use recursive spawn-and-sync parallelization (i.e.,
parallel_invoke); applications from Ligra mainly use
loop-level parallelization (i.e., parallel_for). Ligra applications also exhibit non-determinism, as they typically use
ﬁne-grained synchronization such as compare-and-swap in
their code. cilk5-cs performs parallel mergesort algorithm;
lu calculates LU matrix decomposition; cilk5-mm is blocked
matrix multiplication; cilk5-mt is matrix transpose; cilk5nq uses backtracking to solve the N-queen problem; ligrabc calculates betweeness centrality of a graph; ligra-bf uses
Bellman-Ford algorithm to calculate the single-source shortest path in a graph; ligra-bfs performs bread-ﬁrst search
on graphs; ligra-bfsbv is a bit-vector optimized version of
bread-ﬁrst search; ligra-cc computes connected components
in graphs; ligra-mis solves the maximum independent set
problem; ligra-radii computes the radius of a given graph;
ligra-tc counts the number of triangles in a graph. A more
detailed description for these benchmarks can be found in
previous work [24, 62].

Figure 4. Speedup and Logical Parallelism of ligra-tc Running on
a 64-core System. Task Granularity = the number of triangles processed by each task.

logical parallelism. We evaluate the speedup over serial code
for each granularity on a simulated manycore processor with
64 tiny cores. We select suitable granularity for each application to make sure it achieves the best or close to the best
speedup over serial execution (see instruction-per-task (IPT)
in Table III). As an example, Figure 4 shows the speed up
and the logical parallelism of ligra-tc with different granularity. It demonstrates that both a too big and a too small granularity lead to sub-optimal performance: the former due to
lack of parallelism, and the latter due to runtime overheads. A
smaller granularity penalizes HCC conﬁgurations more heavily, and the beneﬁts of DTS technique would be more pronounced. Our choice of task granularity aims to optimize the
performance of our baseline, not the relative beneﬁts of our
proposed DTS technique.

D. Task Granularity
Task granularity (i.e., the size of the smallest task) is an important property of task-parallel applications. Programmers
can control task granularity by dividing the work into more
(ﬁne-grained) or less (coarse-grained) tasks. Task granularity
presents a fundamental trade-off: ﬁne-grained tasks increase
logical parallelism, but incur higher runtime overheads than
coarse-grained tasks. We use a hybrid simulation-native approach to choose the task granularity for each application. We
sweep the granularity and use Cilkview [28] to analyze the

VI. R ESULTS
Table III summarizes the speedup of the simulated conﬁgurations. Figure 5 illustrates the speedup of each big.TINY
HCC conﬁguration relative to big.TINY/MESI. Figure 6
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TABLE IV. C ACHE I NVALIDATION , F LUSH , AND H IT R ATE

shows the hit rate of L1 data caches. Figure 7 presents the
execution time breakdown of the tiny cores. Figure 8 shows
the total memory trafﬁc (in bytes) on the on-chip network.

InvDec (%)
App

A. Baseline Runtime on big.TINY/MESI
On 11 out of 13 applications, big.TINY/MESI has better
performance than O3×8. The baseline work-stealing runtime enables collaborative execution and load balancing between the big and tiny cores in big.TINY/MESI. cilk5-nq performs worse on big.TINY/MESI than O3×8 because the runtime overheads outweigh the parallel speedup (as discussed in
Section V-D). Overall, our big.TINY/MESI vs. O3×8 results
demonstrate the effectiveness of unlocking more parallelism
using a big.TINY system compared to an area-equivalent traditional multi-core conﬁguration O3×8.

cilk5-cs
cilk5-lu
cilk5-mm
cilk5-mt
cilk5-nq
ligra-bc
ligra-bf
ligra-bfs
ligra-bfsbv
ligra-cc
ligra-mis
ligra-radii
ligra-tc

FlsDec (%)

HitRateInc (%)

dnv

gwt

gwb

gwb

dnv

gwt

gwb

99.42
98.83
99.22
99.88
97.74
94.89
29.02
94.18
39.31
98.03
97.35
95.97
10.83

99.28
99.78
99.67
99.73
97.88
97.04
38.14
95.85
47.36
98.17
98.28
98.17
15.99

99.50
99.53
99.62
99.93
98.32
97.33
40.24
95.90
50.74
98.16
98.36
98.19
17.02

98.86
98.40
99.12
99.82
95.84
93.80
21.63
91.23
29.46
95.89
96.16
95.75
7.52

1.80
1.12
30.03
12.45
16.84
7.64
7.22
3.48
3.10
3.11
5.62
3.62
1.59

2.45
7.12
42.19
2.70
28.87
21.43
17.14
15.76
12.65
11.11
16.29
11.00
3.55

1.30
2.94
36.80
6.56
27.04
14.99
11.17
8.00
7.56
6.17
11.10
7.03
3.02

Comparisons of big.TINY/HCC-DTS with big.TINY/HCC. InvDec = % decrease in cache line invalidations. FlsDec = % decrease
in cache line ﬂushes. HitRateInc = % increase in L1 D$ hit rate.

B. Work-Stealing Runtime on HCC
We now discuss our work-stealing runtime on HCC (shown
in Figure 3(b)) by analyzing the performance and energy of
big.TINY/HCC-dnv, big.TINY/HCC-gwt, and big.TINY/HCCgwb.
Compared with big.TINY/MESI, big.TINY/HCC-dnv has
decreased L1 hit rate due to its reader-initiated invalidation
strategy, as shown in Figure 6. This decrease in L1 hit rate
causes a slight increase in memory trafﬁc, as shown in the
cpu_req and data_resp categories in Figure 8. The impact of
these negative effects on performance is modest on most of
the applications, except for cilk5-mt. cilk5-mt has a signiﬁcant performance degradation due to additional write misses
caused by invalidation. This effect can be seen in the increased data store latency and write-back trafﬁc (see Figure 8).
big.TINY/HCC-gwt is a write-through and no writeallocate protocol. In GPU-WT, a write miss does not reﬁll
the cache. Therefore, big.TINY/HCC-gwt is unable to exploit
temporal locality in writes, resulting in signiﬁcantly lower L1
hit rate compared to both big.TINY/MESI and big.TINY/HCCdnv. The network trafﬁc of big.TINY/HCC-gwt is also significantly higher than others, especially in the wb_req category.
The reason is every write (regardless of hit or miss) updates
the shared cache (write-through). The latency for AMOs and
network trafﬁc are also increased (shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8 respectively). big.TINY/HCC-gwt has slightly worse
performance and signiﬁcantly more network trafﬁc compared
to big.TINY/MESI and big.TINY/HCC-dnv in all applications
except cilk5-lu, where it performs signiﬁcantly worse.
big.TINY/HCC-gwb has similar performance to
big.TINY/HCC-gwt when dealing with AMOs.
However, the write-back policy allows big.TINY/HCC-gwb to
better exploit temporal locality. On all applications except
cilk5-mt, big.TINY/HCC-gwb has less memory trafﬁc, higher
L1 hit rate, and better performance than big.TINY/HCCgwt. big.TINY/HCC-gwb is less efﬁcient in memory trafﬁc
compared big.TINY/HCC-dnv due to its lack of ownership
tracking: every private cache needs to propagate dirty data
through the shared cache.
In summary, our baseline work-stealing runtime on HCC
has moderately worse performance than the big.TINY/MESI

conﬁguration on almost all applications. These results
demonstrate that HCC can effectively reduce hardware complexity with a small performance and energy penalty.
C. Evaluation of HCC with DTS
In Section IV, we motivate DTS by observing that synchronization is only needed when a task is stolen. DTS avoids
using cache invalidations and/or ﬂushes unless a steal actually happens. We compare the results of HCC conﬁgurations without DTS (big.TINY/HCC-*) with those with DTS
(big.TINY/HCC-DTS-*). We proﬁle the number of invalidated and ﬂushed cache lines for each conﬁguration. We
summarize the reduction in the number of invalidations and
ﬂushes in Table IV. We also calculate the increase in L1 hit
rate of big.TINY/HCC-DTS-* conﬁgurations compared with
corresponding big.TINY/HCC-* (HCC without DTS) conﬁgurations.
In all three HCC protocols across all benchmarks,
big.TINY/HCC-DTS-* have signiﬁcantly lower number of
cache invalidations. ligra-bf and ligra-bfsbv show a reduction of 30–50%. ligra-tc has a reduction of 10–20%. The rest
of the benchmarks each has more than 90% reduction. The
number of ﬂushes is also reduced on big.TINY/HCC-DTSgwb. 10 of 13 benchmarks have a reduction of more than
90%. In ligra-tc, ligra-bfsbf, and ligra-bf, DTS achieves less
ﬂush reduction due to the relatively higher number of steals.
Table IV shows the reduction in invalidations translates to
higher L1 hit rate. The effect of increasing L1 hit rate is less
signiﬁcant on big.TINY/HCC-DTS-dnv because it has higher
L1 hit rate to begin with (due to its ownership-based dirty
propagation). The increase in L1 hit rates also leads to reduced network trafﬁc. Figure 8 shows big.TINY/HCC-DTS-*
have reduced network trafﬁc in cpu_req and data_resp. In
big.TINY/HCC-DTS-gwb, wb_req trafﬁc is also signiﬁcantly
reduced, due to the reduction in ﬂushes. However, DTS cannot help reduce wb_req trafﬁc in big.TINY/HCC-DTS-gwt
since each write still causes a write-through to the shared
cache.
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Figure 5. Speedup Over big.TINY/MESI

Figure 6. L1 Data (L1D) Cache Hit Rate

Figure 7. Aggregated Tiny Core Execution Time Breakdown Normalized to big.TINY/MESI

Figure 8. Total On-Chip Network Trafﬁc (in Bytes) Normalized to big.TINY/MESI – cpu_req = requests from L1 to L2; data_resp = response
from L2 to L1; wb_req = request for write-back data; sync_req = synchronization request; sync_resp = synchronization response; dram_req =
request from L2 to DRAM; dram_resp = response from DRAM to L2; coh_req = coherence request; coh_resp = coherence response
MESI = big.TINY/MESI; HCC = conﬁgurations with heterogeneous cache coherence; DTS = direct task stealing
dnv = tiny cores use DeNovo protocol; gwt = tiny cores use GPU-WT protocol; gwb = tiny cores use GPU-WB protocol.
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L1 cache capacity as a tiny core (64KB vs. 4KB), and therefore the total L1 cache capacity of the 256-core big.TINY
system is equivalent to 20 big cores. The results demonstrate
that, even in a larger-scale big.TINY system, HCC with our
work-stealing runtime allows dynamic task-parallel applications to achieve similar performance with simpler hardware
compared to big.TINY/MESI. Our DTS technique signiﬁcantly improves performance of our work-stealing runtime on
HCC. The relative beneﬁt of DTS is more pronounced in the
256-core big.TINY system than in the 64-core system, because stealing overheads without DTS are higher in systems
with more cores.

TABLE V. R ESULTS FOR 256- CORE BIG .TINY SYSTEM
Speedup
vs O3×1

vs b.T/MESI

Name

Input

DInst

b.T/MESI

HCC-gwb

HCC-DTS-gwb

cilk5-cs
ligra-bc
ligra-bfs
ligra-cc
ligra-tc

6000000
rMat_1M
rMat_3M
rMat_1M
rMat_1M

2.22×
8.65×
2.90×
1.99×
6.05×

27.7
14.3
13.5
27.7
18.5

0.94
0.96
1.04
0.92
0.69

1.07
1.61
1.78
1.26
0.76

Results of using bigger datasets on a 256-core big.TINY manycore
processor. The processor consists of four big cores and 252 tiny
cores, conﬁgured in a 8-row, 32-column mesh. It has 32 L2 banks
(16MB total L2 capacity) and 32 DRAM controllers (see Figure 1).
Big cores and tiny cores use parameters in Table II. Input = input
datasets; DInsts = dynamic instruction count relative to the smaller
datasets in Table III; b.T = big.TINY; HCC = heterogeneous cache
coherence; DTS = direct task stealing; gwb = GPU-WB.

E. Summary
Our overall results show that on big.TINY systems, combining HCC and work-stealing runtimes allows dynamic taskparallel applications with TBB/Cilk-like programming models to work with simpler hardware compared to hardwarebased coherence, at the cost of slightly worse performance.
The relative performance and energy efﬁciency of three
HCC protocols depend on the characteristics of the application. DTS reduces the number of invalidations on all three
HCC protocols. It also reduces the number of ﬂushes on
big.TINY/HCC-gwb. DTS is able to close the gap and enables HCC systems to match or even exceed the performance
of fully hardware-based cache coherent systems. Regarding
the geometric mean of all apps, the best performing HCC protocol combined with DTS achieves 21% improvement in performance, and similar amount of network trafﬁc compared to
hardware-based cache coherence.

As we discuss in Section IV, DTS also enables runtime optimizations to avoid using AMOs for the reference
count unless a child is stolen. big.TINY/HCC-DTS-gwt and
big.TINY/HCC-DTS-gwb beneﬁt from this optimization since
the AMO latency is high in these two protocols. In Figure 8,
we can see the reduction of trafﬁc due to less AMO requests.
Figure 7 shows the reduced execution time in the Atomic category.
Out of the three HCC protocols, big.TINY/HCC-DTS-gwb
beneﬁts the most from DTS. It can leverage reduction in
invalidations, ﬂushes, and AMOs. big.TINY/HCC-gwt and
big.TINY/HCC-dnv beneﬁt from DTS less because they do
not need ﬂushes. big.TINY/HCC-gwt beneﬁt from reduction
in AMOs, but its wb_req trafﬁc is unaffected by DTS.
We measure the overhead of DTS in our simulations. In
all applications and conﬁgurations, we observe that the ULI
network has less than 5% network utilization rate, indicating
DTS is infrequent. The average latency of the ULI network
is around 20 hops (50 cycles). DTS does not incur cache invalidations or ﬂushes on the big cores, where hardware-based
coherence is available. It takes a few cycles to interrupt the
tiny core, and 10 to 50 cycles to interrupt the big core, since
an interrupt needs to wait until all instructions in-ﬂight in the
processor pipeline are committed before jumping to the handler. The total number of cycles spent on DTS is less than
1% of the total execution time, and thus DTS has minimal
performance overhead.

VII. R ELATED W ORK
There is a large body of work on optimizing hardwarebased cache coherence protocols. Coarse-grained sharer list
approaches reduce storage overhead for tracking sharers of
each cache line, at the expense of unnecessary invalidations
and broadcasts [14, 27, 48, 74, 75]. Hierarchical directories
attacks the same overhead by adding additional levels of indirection in the directories [45]. Techniques for increasing directory utilization allow for smaller directories, but increase
hardware complexity [23,59]. Prior work like SWEL propose
removing the sharer list altogether [19, 54]. However, those
techniques perform well only if most of the cache lines are not
shared. Other optimization techniques, such as dynamic selfinvalidation [41], token coherence [44, 55], and destinationset prediction [43], have also been proposed for systems with
sequential consistency (SC). There has been work focusing
on optimizing banked shared caches, particularly those with
non-uniform cache access (NUCA), using static and/or dynamic techniques. Jigsaw [6] addresses the scalability and
interference problem in shared caches by allowing software
to control data placement in collections of bank partitions.
Coherence domain restriction [25] improves scalability of
shared caches by restricting data sharing. Whirlpool [49]
leverages both static and dynamic information to reduce data
movement between shared caches. HCC used in our work
primarily addresses scalability of private caches and can be
complementary to these NUCA techniques in shared caches.

D. Results on Larger-Scale Systems
To evaluate our techniques on a larger-scale system, we
select ﬁve application kernels with larger input datasets, and
execute these kernels on a 256-core big.TINY system. Compared to the 64-core big.TINY system we use for the rest of
the paper, the 256-core big.TINY system has four big cores,
252 tiny cores, 4× the memory bandwidth, and 4× the number of L2 banks. We scale up the input sizes to increase the
dynamic instruction count and amount of parallelism, in order
to approximately achieve weak scaling. For HCC conﬁgurations, we select the best performing HCC protocol, GPU-WB.
The results are presented in Table V. A big core has 16× the
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Techniques to improve hardware-based cache coherence
protocols by leveraging relaxed consistency models (e.g.,
release consistency (RC) [21, 26, 33, 34, 58], entry consistency [8], and scope consistency [30]) have been proposed
in the literature as well. An important observation of this
prior work is, unlike in the case of SC, cache coherence only
needs to be enforced at synchronization points for relaxed
consistency models. Some prior work proposed to use selfinvalidation at acquires in RC to remove the need of tracking sharers [33, 34, 58]. SARC [33] and VIPS [58] further
eliminate the directory all together by leveraging a writethrough policy. TSO-CC is another self-invalidation based
protocol designed for the total store ordering (TSO) consistency model [22]. To maintain the stronger TSO consistency,
however, TSO-CC needs additional hardware logic such as
timestamps and epoch tables. Our work-stealing runtime system leverages the DAG-consistency [10] model for heterogeneous coherence.
There have been several software-centric coherence protocols in prior work. DeNovo [17] uses self-invalidation to
eliminate sharer-tracking. In addition, by requiring the software to be data-race-free (DRF), DeNovo eliminates transient
states. While DeNovo greatly simpliﬁes the hardware, the
DRF requirement limits its software scope. To address this
problem, follow-up work on DeNovo (i.e., DeNovo-ND [70]
and DeNovoSync [69]) added support for lock-based nondeterminism and arbitrary synchronization. We used DeNovoSync in our studies. GPU coherence protocols combine
write-through and self-invalidation, and achieve the simplest
hardware suitable for GPU workloads [63, 64]. Our GPUWT protocol is similar to the ones described in the literature. GPU-WB differs from GPU-WT in deferring the writethrough until barriers. GPU-WB is studied in manycore systems with a single globally shared task queue [35].
Prior work has proposed efﬁcient heterogeneous coherence
protocols for integrated GPU-CPU systems [29, 53], and accelerators [39]. Spandex explores an efﬁcient interface for
various hardware-based and software-centric cache coherence protocols [3]. Similar to this prior work, the heterogeneous coherence protocol we described in this paper uses a
MESI-based LLC to integrate different cache coherence protocols in private caches.
Past work has looked at improving task-based programming models in various ways such as improving the scheduling algorithms [12, 24, 73], improving the efﬁciency of
software-based task queues [1, 16], and reducing the overhead of memory fences [40]. Carbon [38] improves the
performance of ﬁne-grained tasks. ADM [60] uses active
messages [72] to improve task scheduling. While both Carbon and ADM provide a task-based model, their programming frameworks are drastically different from widely-used
ones like Cilk or TBB. Prior work has also explored improving work-stealing runtime systems for heterogeneous system
with different core architectures [71]. We implemented our
proposed direct task-stealing (DTS) mechanism with userlevel interrupt [18], which is similar to but much simpler than
active messages used by ADM.

VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper has demonstrated how careful hardware/software co-design can enable efﬁciently exploiting dynamic task
parallelism on heterogeneous cache-coherent systems. This
work provides a small yet important step towards ushering
in an era of complexity-effective big.TINY architectures that
combine a few big out-of-order high-performance cores with
many tiny energy-efﬁcient cores, while at the same time supporting highly productive programming frameworks. Our vision is of a future where programmers use traditional dynamic
task parallel programming frameworks to improve their performance across a few big cores, and then seamlessly without effort these applications can see signiﬁcant performance
improvements (our results suggest up to 2–3× comparing
big.TINY/HCC-DTS-gwb to O3×4) by simply allowing collaborative execution across big and tiny cores using work
stealing.
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